Abstract. In this article we prove a global result in the spirit of Basener's theorem regarding the relation between q-pseudoconvexity and q-holomorphic convexity: we prove that any smoothly bounded strictly q-pseudoconvex open subset Ω ⊂ C n is (q + 1)-holomorphically convex; moreover, assuming that Ω verifies an additional assumption, we prove that it is q-holomorphically convex. We also prove that any open subset of C n is n-holomorphically convex.
Introduction
Basener [2] proved that the solutions of the equation ∂f ∧ (∂∂f ) q−1 = 0, where f is a smooth function on a complex manifold and q ≥ 1 is an integer, define a notion of convexity which is, locally, related to q-pseudoconvexity in the same way that holomorphic convexity is related to pseudoconvexity. He proved [2, Theorem 3] the following result: Let Ω ⊂ C n be a smoothly bounded, bounded, open subset. If Ω is q-holomorphically convex, then it is q-pseudoconvex. Also, if Ω is strictly q-pseudoconvex, then it is locally q-holomorphically convex.
In this article we prove a global q-holomorphic convexity result, similar to [2, Theorem 3, (ii)], but with either weaker convexity conclusion or stronger hypothesis. Our first result is the following: Theorem 1.1: Let Ω be a smoothly bounded, strictly q-pseudoconvex domain in C n . Then, Ω is (q +1)-holomorphically convex. Moreover, if Ω is bounded and for every p ∈ ∂Ω, there exists a closed complex submanifold X of C n of dimension n − q + 1, which is a holomorphic complete intersection, such that p ∈ X, X ∩ Ω is strictly pseudoconvex, and X intersects ∂Ω transversally, then Ω is q-holomorphically convex.
Also, Greene and Wu [4] proved that every non-compact complex manifold of dimension n is n-complete. In particular, any open subset of C n is ncomplete. Here we prove a similar result, for n-holomorphic convexity: 
Preliminaries
In this section we collect the definitions and results needed for Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 1.2. For the coherence of the notations, we use the convention introduced by Andreotti and Grauert [1] for defining q-convexity and we adapt all the other definitions according to it, even if Basener [2] has used a different convention.
Let Ω be an open subset of C n and f : Ω → R a smooth function (for simplicity, "smooth" will stand for C ∞ ). If z 0 ∈ Ω, then the Levi form of f at z 0 , denoted L(f, z 0 ), is the quadratic form determined by (∂ 2 f /∂z i ∂z j (z 0 )) i,j . A function f is called q-convex if its Levi form has at least n − q + 1 positive (> 0) eigenvalues at any point of Ω.
We observe that the definition of q-convex function (which in [1] is called strictly q-pseudoconvex) coincides with the one of a strictly (q − 1)-convex function given by Basener [2] .
Consider now Ω to be a smoothly bounded domain in C n . Let x ∈ ∂Ω and let U be an open neighborhood of x in C n . A smooth real-valued function φ on U is called a defining function on U for Ω if Ω ∩ U = {φ < 0} and dφ = 0 on ∂Ω ∩ U . If the restriction of the Levi form L(φ, z) to the tangent space T p (∂Ω) has at least n − q positive (respectively, nonnegative) eigenvalues, then Ω is said to be strictly q-pseudoconvex (respectively, q-pseudoconvex) at p. As usual, Ω is said to be strictly q-pseudoconvex (respectively, q-pseudoconvex) if it is strictly q-pseudoconvex (respectively, q-pseudoconvex) at each boundary point. 1-pseudoconvexity will be called just pseudoconvexity.
Definition 2.1:
Let Ω be a complex manifold. Define
If f ∈ O q (Ω), we will say that f is q-holomorphic. It is easy to see that 1-holomorphic functions are exactly the functions which are holomorphic in the classical sense.
Definition 2.2:
Let Ω be a complex manifold and let K be a compact subset of Ω. The set
is called the q-holomorphically convex hull of K. We will say that Ω is qholomorphically convex if for each compact set K ⊂ Ω, the set K Oq(Ω) is again compact.
Definition 2.3:
Let D be a domain in C n with smooth boundary. We denote by A ω (D) the space of functions which are holomorphic on a neighborhood of D. We say that a point p ∈ ∂D is a (global) peak point relative to D for A ω (D) if there exists a function f ∈ A ω (D) such that f (p) = 1 and |f | < 1 on D \ {p}. We call f a peak function. We say that p ∈ ∂D is a local peak point for
The following theorem by Rossi [7, Theorem 4.4] , also mentioned in Noell's survey [6, Remark 2.4 (2)], gives a sufficient condition for the existence of peak functions:
is an open subset of a Stein manifold and D has a basis of strictly pseudoconvex domains, then every local peak point for A ω (D) is a global peak point for A ω (D). In particular, if D is relatively compact and strictly pseudoconvex at every boundary point, then D has a basis of strictly pseudoconvex domains, so every boundary point is a global peak point for
The next theorem, commonly known as Narasimhan's lemma, states that every strictly pseudoconvex boundary point of a smoothly bounded domain has holomorphic local coordinates in which it is strictly convex.
Theorem 2.5: Let D ⊂ C n be a smoothly bounded domain which is strictly pseudoconvex at a point p ∈ ∂D. Then, there exists a biholomorphic map Theorem 2.6: Let S be a Stein submanifold of a complex manifold X. Denote by N S/X the normal bundle of S in X. Then, there exists an open Stein neighborhood U of S in X, biholomorphic to an open neighborhood Ω of the zero section in N S/X , and a homotopy of holomorphic maps ι t : U → U (t ∈ [0, 1]) such that ι 0 is the identity map on U , ι t | S is the identity map on S for all t ∈ [0, 1], and ι 1 (U ) = S.
It is easy to prove that these differentials induce a trivialization of the normal bundle N Y /X = T X |Y /T Y , leading to the following lemma: Strategy of the proof. Since O q (Ω) is not closed under addition, there seems to be no way to patch together q-holomorphic functions, so a global theorem cannot be derived from the local result proved by Basener. The plan for our proof is the following: for a given point on the boundary of Ω, we construct a convenient closed submanifold X ⊂ C n passing through that point and whose intersection with Ω is strictly pseudoconvex; then we use the existence of peak holomorphic functions on this intersection, which we extend differentiably to Ω by making them go to zero in the normal directions given by the closed submanifold X; in this way, we obtain "almost peak (q + 1)-holomorphic functions" which are sufficient to show the (q + 1)-holomorphic convexity of Ω. With the additional assumption on Ω stated in Theorem 1.1, the previously mentioned closed submanifold X is already given by the hypothesis and has higher dimension, and this allows us to reduce (q + 1) to q.
It is easy to observe that the proof we give for the first assertion in Theorem 1.1 can be shorter. However, we prefer to write this proof in a form which, with the additional assumption, also solves the second assertion.
Proof. For the first part of the proof, we know that Ω is a smoothly bounded, strictly q-pseudoconvex domain in C n , and we want to show that Ω is (q +1)-holomorphically convex.
We prove that for each p ∈ ∂Ω and each neighborhood V p of p, there exists a function f ∈ C ∞ (Ω) with f |Ω ∈ O q+1 (Ω), satisfying f (p) = 1, |f | < 1 on Ω \ V p . The existence of these (q + 1)-holomorphic functions is sufficient to prove that Ω is (q + 1)-holomorphically convex. If K ⊂ Ω is a compact subset, these functions show that the closure of K O q+1 (Ω) in C n does not contain points of ∂Ω. Also, it is easy to see that K O q+1 (Ω) is closed in Ω and bounded in C n . Therefore, K O q+1 (Ω) is compact, yielding that Ω is (q + 1)-holomorphically convex.
We begin now the construction of these (q + 1)-holomorphic functions. Fix p ∈ ∂Ω and V p a neighborhood of p. Since Ω is strictly q-pseudoconvex at p, there exists a neighborhood U of p and a defining function φ : U → R on U for Ω such that the Levi form L(φ, p) restricted to the tangent space T p (∂Ω) has at least n − q positive eigenvalues. Denote by L a complex linear space through p, of dimension n − q + 1, which contains the direction normal to the boundary of Ω in p, namely ∇φ(p), and other n − q directions in the tangent space T p (∂Ω) which are directions of positivity for the Levi form L(φ, p) (we know there are at least n − q). Then, Ω ∩ L is an open set, with smooth boundary near p, which has a strict pseudoconvex boundary point at p.
Next, by Theorem 2.5, there exists a neighborhood U of p in L and a biholomorphism F : U → F (U ) ⊂ C n−q+1 such that F (Ω ∩ L ∩ U ) is strictly convex in F (U ). We may assume, in addition, that F (U ) is a ball in C n−q+1 . Now, we take a linear complex subspace M in C n−q+1 of dimension n − q, containing p, such that M ∩F (Ω∩L∩U ) is nonempty and relatively compact in
is also strictly convex, hence strictly pseudoconvex. We denote by proj L : C n → L the projection on the linear subspace L. Then, M is linear, so M is a holomorphic complete intersection in F (U ). Since F is a biholomorphism, F −1 (M ) is a holomorphic complete intersection in U ; hence, knowing that codim U M = 1, we obtain that there exists f 1 ∈ O(U ) such that F −1 (M ) = {z ∈ U : f 1 (z) = 0} and df 1 (z) = 0 for all z ∈ F −1 (M ). We can extend f 1 holomorphically to f 1 : D = proj −1 L (U ) → C by making it constant on each fiber. Also, L is a complex linear subspace of C n of codimension q − 1, so it is a holomorphic complete intersection: L = {z ∈ C n : l 1 (z) = . . . = l q−1 (z) = 0}, where l 1 = . . . = l q−1 are linear functions and dl 1 , . . . , dl q−1 are linearly independent on L. Since l 1 = . . . = l q−1 are zero on L and f 1 is constant on the fibers of the projection on L, we obtain that d f 1 , dl 1 , . . . , dl q−1 are linearly independent on F −1 (M ). Consequently,
By Theorem 2.4, there exists an open, relatively compact neighborhood
By Theorem 2.6, F −1 (M ) has a neighborhood in D which is biholomorphic to an open neighborhood of the zero section in the normal bundle N F −1 (M )/D . Since F −1 (M ) is a holomorphic complete intersection in D, Lemma 2.8 implies that the bundle N F −1 (M )/D is trivial. Hence, we have
Since W is relatively compact in F −1 (M ), the biholomorphism given by Theorem 2.6 can be restricted to G : Q ⊂ C n → W × B(0, r). We may assume that we have chosen both W ⊂ F −1 (M ) and r > 0 small enough such that G −1 (∂W × B(0, r)) ∩ Ω = ∅ and G −1 ({w ∈ W : |h(w)| ≥ 1}) × B(0, r)) ⊂ V p .
We consider now a smooth decreasing function g : R → [0, 1] such that g(t) = 1 for t ≤ 0 and g(t) = 0 for t ≥ r.
Finally, we define u : W × B(0, r), u(w, b) = h(w)g( b ). Since u is holomorphic in the n − q variables corresponding to W , u is (q + 1)-holomorphic. Consider f : Ω → C, f (z) = u(G(z)) if z ∈ Q and f = 0 on Ω \ Q. Then, f is a smooth function which is (q + 1)-holomorphic, f (p) = 1 and |f | < 1 on Ω \ V p . Hence, as mentioned in the beginning of the proof, we can conclude that Ω is (q + 1)-holomorphically convex.
For the "moreover" part of the conclusion, the proof is exactly the same, with the closed complex submanifold X which has the properties mentioned in the theorem's statement, instead of F −1 (M ). Since dim X = dim F −1 (M ) + 1, we obtain that Ω is q-holomorphically convex.
Since for any q, the class of q-holomorphically convex open subsets is closed under finite intersections, Theorem 1.1 provides new examples of qholomorphically convex subsets: Corollary 3.1: Any finite intersection of strictly q-pseudoconvex domains in C n is (q + 1)-holomorphically convex.
Proof of Theorem 1.2.
Basener [2, Example 5, p.205] proves that for every λ = (λ 1 , . . . , λ n ) ∈ C n \ {0}, the function f λ : C n \ {0} → C defined by
is n-holomorphic and has an isolated nonremovable singularity at the origin. We use this type of functions to prove Theorem 1.2.
Remarks
The additional assumptions in Theorem 1.1 lead us to the following problem: Problem 4.1: Let Ω ⊂ C n be an open, strictly q-pseudoconvex subset, where 1 < q ≤ n, and p ∈ ∂Ω. Does there exist a closed submanifold X of C n , of dimension n − q + 1, which is a holomorphic complete intersection, such that p ∈ X, X intersects ∂Ω transversally, and X ∩ Ω is strictly pseudoconvex?
An affirmative solution to this problem would lead to the following sequence of implications, for bounded domains with smooth boundary: strictly q-pseudoconvex ⇒ q-holomorphically convex ⇒ q-pseudoconvex. However, even if the additional condition from Theorem 1.1 is not true in general, for many given domains it can be easily checked that it is verified. A weaker version of Problem 4.1 can be stated as follows: Problem 4.2: Let Ω ⊂ C n be an open, strictly q-pseudoconvex subset, where 1 < q ≤ n, and p ∈ ∂Ω. Do there exist f 1 , . . . , f q−1 ∈ O(C n ), such that p ∈ X = {f 1 = . . . = f q−1 = 0}, and X ∩ Ω is Stein?
